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The City of Johannesburg       22 April 2022 

The Director: City Transformation and Spatial Planning 

Department of Development Planning 

Per email: DylanW@joburg.org.za 

Attention:  Mr Dylan Weakley 

 

Dear Sir 

INVITATION TO COMMENT ON THE DRAFT SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK (SDF) 2040 

(2021/22) UPDATE 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide inputs on the SDF Revision.  The Emmarentia Residents’ 

Association (ERA) is a bone fide Residents’ Association that has continuously represented the 

residents of our area with unbroken service since its establishment in the early 1950’s, making it one 

of the longest standing Residents’ Associations.   

We have always engaged with the City on their policies, be it the IDP, the CBP, Rates Policies and 

Spatial Planning policies in an effort to work with the Council in the interests of both the City and our 

residents and because these impact on our local area and our residents. 

It is therefore with pleasure that we make this input which includes our main points, knowing that 

there are more that could be included.  We are available to engage further in person or in a small 

group.  We have structured our input into logical sections and headings, for ease of reference, in the 

document that follows this letter. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity and please see our inputs as a constructive offering to 

improving Metropolitan planning in the City. 

Yours sincerely 

 

For Mr Ayanda Mjekula 

Chairman 

cc Gemey Abrahams ERA Portfolio Head 

Planning, Building and Heritage (author) 

mailto:DylanW@joburg.org.za
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THE EMMARENTIA RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION SUBMISSION ON THE DRAFT 2021/22 SDF 2040 

 

1. Positive Aspects of the SDF Draft that ERA Supports  

Transformation – ERA fully understands the enormous challenge faced by the City in 

addressing the spatial imbalances and applauds that spatial transformation is integral to the 

SDF approach. 

Densification and greater efficiencies in services – ERA supports and understands the need 

for greater densification in accessible areas, close to nodes and transit corridors. 

Evidence-led inputs and attempts at integrated data and application – ERA supports the use 

of appropriate, empirical data and its use in shaping development plans and encourages 

more of this in the new draft. 

Nodal development – ERA is in agreement that the city, through its historical development is 

a polycentric metropolitan area and that nodes are an important focus of spatial planning.   

Social housing zones – The extension of these is a welcome logical approach to widening 

these zones, but caution that the implementation of this will require local, precinct planning. 

Inclusionary housing – as an instrument to widen the affordable housing market, ERA 

welcomes this policy as we believe that all suburbs in the city need a mix of housing 

typologies and markets. 

 

2. Issues of Broad Concept and alignment with SPLUMA 

While this SDF is seen as a review or an update of the 2016 SDF, the question that must be 

asked is whether it is fully compliant with the SPLUMA requirements for a municipal SDF.  

Since the preparation of post-SPLUMA SDFs, most would assume that it is a compliant 

document.  A reading of SPLUMA Chapter 4, Sections 12 and 21, highlights the following 

omissions: 

12(1)(g) – provide clear and accessible information to the public…..:  by incorporating critical 

documents such as the Nodal Review Policy and Inclusionary Housing policy as annexures 

and not aligning the development zones along with the need for greater clarity and 

explanation of several aspects, makes for a very UNCLEAR SDF which is not accessible to the 

public.  ERA would like the revised SDF to incorporate aspects of the Nodal Review Policy 

and Inclusionary Housing into one readable document with no need to refer back to 

Annexures for the main policy aspects. 
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12(1)(l) – promote a rational and predictable land development environment to create trust 

and stimulate investment:  the Nodal Review Policy with its sweeping away of Precinct Plans 

older than five years and their replacement with broad, general guidelines (in particular, the 

General Urban Zone) that apply equally across every single erf within an extensive area of 

the City, will not lead to development that is rational or predictable within established areas.  

This approach has created much mistrust and uncertainty from established communities.  

ERA would like to propose that this legislated requirement can be met by re-evaluating the 

General Urban Zone.  Transect planning is done at several scales around the world, 

however, the City has applied it only at the Metropolitan scale.  The Metropolitan scale 

boundary is and should be demarcated as a conceptual, future vision boundary and should 

not be part of the approved SDF.  Instead, more fine-grained transects done at local scale 

and more detailed Precinct Plans, must be used to guide local planning and planning 

application decisions, within the vision area boundary.  The lack of City budgets for local 

planning cannot be a reason to undertake flawed, inadequate planning and produce 

generalised plans with poor application at local level. 

To support this approach, a phased, incremental General Urban Zone could be delineated 

for each 5-year period, using this more localised transect and Precinct Plan approach that 

will focus on erven adjacent to local nodes, transit stations, bulk services capacity and 

expanding outwards over time (informed by monitoring of development trends).   

The use of the General Urban Zone as a regulatory instrument in development application 

decisions is worrisome and is an observable growing trend. It is ERA’s experience that the 

Municipal Planning Tribunal, supported by the recommendation by the planner official, does 

not pay heed to local circumstance when making a development application decision if the 

application is generally (i.e.  at a high, policy level) consistent with the guideline provisions of 

the General Urban Zone.  No discretion of local conditions is evaluated by the planning 

official or the Tribunal, even if such local knowledge is supplied by parties to the application. 

One of the key problems is that the Nodal Review Policy has been attached to the SDF and 

any development application within a General Urban Zone, even if inappropriate in its local 

context, will be approved because Section 22(1) of SPLUMA is applicable and its inclusion 

seriously weakens any “site-specific circumstance” arguments in terms of Section 22(2).     

 

12(5) – A municipal SDF MUST assist in integrating, coordinating, aligning and expressing 

development plans, policies and plans emanating from the various sectors of the spheres of 

government as they apply within the municipal area:  the SDF, in the Nodal Review, has ONE 

PARAGRAPH (see Section 3.1.2) that says that environment and heritage legislation applies.  

ERA contends that this is inadequate and the purpose of this clause is to integrate such 

policies and plans into the fabric of the municipal SDF so that key areas are recognised as 

having development constraints or opportunities.  More detail must be provided and 

actual data and mapping of these aspects to be included in the SDF.  Detailed information 

on how and when to apply heritage and environment laws must be provided. 

 

12(6) – SDFs MUST outline specific arrangements for prioritising, mobilising, sequencing and 

implementing public and private infrastructural and land development investment in the 

priority spatial restructuring areas identified in SDFs:  the SDF provides very little 
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information on infrastructure investment.  Importantly, there is no details on the sequencing 

of the investment and how this affects the spatial plan.  This is not sound planning.   

While it is almost 10 years since SPLUMA was promulgated, it is recognised that the City is 

embarking on the preparation of a Capital Investment Framework.   ERA welcomes the 

Capital Expenditure Framework and proposes that the General Urban Zone be 

immediately revised as it is fundamentally flawed because it did not include information 

on infrastructure and therefore is misleading to investors and citizens by indicating areas 

of more intensive development/ densification in areas that have proven infrastructure 

constraints.  The lack of co-ordinated infrastructure data and the spatialisation of capacity 

availability and condition of services is a major shortcoming of the SDF and the Nodal 

Review that needs addressing. 

 

Section 21 – Municipal SDFs 

Section 21(b) and (c) read together is clear that the SDF must provide a 10 – 20 - year vision 

and that the 5-year SDF is the development plan for the spatial form of the municipality.  

The 2016 and even the update for 2021/22 is in contravention of this.  The SDF focuses on 

the vision with no incremental steps to reach that vision, which is what this SDF should be 

about.  ERA recommends that this SDF must focus on practical implementation based on 

current data, development trends, realistic areas of investment and so forth rather than 

set in stone a long-term future plan that can be implemented in a spatially ad hoc manner 

with little development direction. 

 

Section 21(e);(f); (g); (h) – refer to the base data to be included.  These are not all included in 

particular the housing demand, the economic trend data and the infrastructure – all for the 

next five years.  ERA strongly recommends the inclusion of empirical data that is informed 

by past trends and gives realistic projections for the next five years as the basis for this 

next SDF.  

 

Section 21(j) – strategic assessment of environment:  explicitly requires this to be mapped 

and integrated into the spatial plan.  This needs addressing to ‘fine tune’ the spatial 

delineation of areas, including the Nodal Review zones, in the SDF. 

 

Section 21(l)(i) – identify the designation of area in which more detailed local plans MUST be 

developed:  While the revised SDF does make mention of local plans being prepared this is 

prioritised for areas within the Transformation Zone where “the development of detailed 

spatial plans, where they don’t exist already, will be prioritised” (pg 18).   It also makes 

mention that “Form-Based Codes will complement zoning in Transformation Zones where 

such should be included into the RSDFs and more localised spatial planning frameworks as 

has already been done in many plans such as the Corridors of Freedom” (pg 21).   This sends 

mixed messages that precinct plans are to be prepared, but only in some areas, specifically 

those outside of the General Urban Zone within the Consolidation Zone.  ERA believes that 
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the SDF must give an explicit, clear message about Precinct Planning - their role, their 

status, their preparation, for example 

It is the very purpose of the Consolidation Zone to concentrate development, yet it is these 

same areas that are left without local plans but subject to broad, metropolitan-wide 

guidelines in the Nodal Review.  Page 20 of the SDF says that the Consolidation Zone “is 

viewed as a focus of urban consolidation, infrastructure maintenance, controlled growth, 

urban management, addressing backlogs (in social and hard infrastructure) and structural 

positioning for medium to longer term growth”.  It goes on to state that “policy intent in 

these areas would be to ensure existing and future development proposals are aligned as far 

as possible with the broader intent of the SDF, specifically in terms of consolidating and 

diversifying development around existing activity nodes and public transport infrastructure. 

In this broad area, new development that does not require bulk infrastructure upgrades 

should be supported (within the development guidelines of the Nodal Review)”.   

What is important is that consolidation and diversification should occur around existing 

activity nodes and public infrastructure.  ERA support this, but the General Urban Zone is so 

extensively defined to include large areas around local nodes that the guidelines apply in 

established residential area, often within areas that had logical local plans that are now 

‘swept aside’.  ERA contends that the guidelines and the Form-Based Codes are not an 

adequate replacement for local Precinct Plans and will lead to unplanned, inappropriate 

development throughout suburbs as developers target seemingly stable residential areas 

for intensive development away from nodes and corridors yet within the policy 

parameters.  The selective implementation of Precinct Plans will be detrimental to 

development in the City and a General Urban Zone cannot, in terms of sound planning and 

international standards, be a constructive replacement for local planning.  The City appears 

to have moved away from the established (Metropolitan SDF; RSDFs; Precinct Plans) and 

universal policy of a hierarchy of plans without clear justification or explanation to residents.   

 

Section 21(m) – provide the spatial expression of the co-ordination, alignment and 

integration of sectoral policies of municipal departments: The delineation of the General 

Urban Zone through the mapping of development potential and walkability, was not 

informed by infrastructure data, municipal departments data and policies have not been 

integrated.  ERA is of the view that the current General Urban Zone mapping of boundaries 

has several failures and needs revision of the data and the development 

potential/walkability criteria to be more appropriate for the next 5 years rather than the 

long-term vision of the city (for example, is it realistic in an urban context to use a 2km 

walking radius when most people will not be prepared to walk that distance?). 

 

Section 21(n) – determine a capital expenditure framework:  This legal provision has not 

been met.  As a result, the basis of the SDF and the Nodal Review is incomplete, resulting in 

some uncertainty as to how confident the public is of the SDF.  This is unfortunate however, 

ERA welcomes the preparation of the City’s Capital Expenditure Framework and its 

application to the SDF.   
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Section 21 (p) – An Implementation Plan:  these provisions require a pragmatic 

implementation plan, with resources, sectoral requirements, budgets, institutional 

arrangements, targets, monitoring indicators and so forth.  Unfortunately, this SDF update 

does not assess the past five years of the SDF’s implementation – what has worked?  What 

has not? Where has it worked?  Why?  Where is densification occurring?  Where are large 

developments being approved? Where are the very poor and homeless living in the City?  Is 

homelessness increasing?  And many more questions.  ERA contends that the SDF remains a 

vision of the long term and without an incremental, spatial representation of its 

implementation, it will not effectively guide appropriate development in line with the 

policy principles and objectives.  This is because the nodes and zones are so broadly 

defined and developers will target the lower value properties (not close to nodes, not near 

public transit) which may be least suited to achieving the goal of a particular zone.  By not 

having local Precinct Plans plays into this unfortunate outcome. 

 

3. Other General Observations 

The new definition of the Consolidation Zone to exclude areas within the General Urban 

Zone (Pg 20):  this is significant and has wide implications and not elaborated on or even 

highlighted for readers.  The relationship between the Nodes and Zones in the SDF and what 

they are in the Nodal Review also needs clarification.  

Nodal Review Guidelines and Form based codes:  While Form-based codes are embedded in 

the New Urbanism approach and it is understandable that the City is wanting to guide the 

positive transformation of the urban form, they cannot be included as part of an approved 

SDF.  They are guidelines and must remain as such.  Also, the City has several other 

approved Urban Design Frameworks and Strategic Area Plans which also include urban 

design/form-based codes and it is confusing as to which apply or take precedence when they 

are at odds (e.g. Empire-Perth SAF vs Nodal Review Policy vs draft Precinct Plan).  ERA 

proposes that it is the local, Precinct Plan guidelines that must take precedence, as they 

will interpret the Nodal Review policy at local level. 

Likewise, the Development Guidelines for the Nodes and Zones (the tables) are also a 

guideline and but they are included in the approved SDF, developers use them as a 

statutory, regulatory ‘bible’ (even employing advocates and attorneys to argue for them in 

Tribunals), rather than a guideline.  They must be relegated to their intended purpose – 

guidelines and this must be clearly stated in the SDF. 

It is worth mentioning that trying to find out the densities for different parts of the City is 

nearly impossible in the SDF.  A best example would be in parts of Emmarentia that fall into 

the Suburban zone of the Nodal Review (and hence part of the Consolidation Zone) – the 

Table 6 of the Nodal Review directs one to the Index in section 4.2 of the Nodal Review that 

then refers to a table in the SDF, now thankfully included in the SDF as Table 11 (was Table 

4).  This is tortuous, time-consuming and confusing.  It is a result of trying to blend two 

different policies. 

 

4. Conclusions 
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ERA is an active Residents’ Association that engages with the City and with residents.  We 

have endeavoured to make constructive comments on the SDF by proposing some solutions 

rather than simply pointing out problems.  Our main concerns relate to the City producing a 

functional and implementable SDF that embraces the richness of different areas, each 

providing opportunities for a spectrum of city residents.  Emmarentia is surrounded by 

public open space (e.g. Johannesburg Botanical Gardens, Marks Park and Melville Koppies) 

that is valuable to all residents locally and wider, and our niche is that we are seen as the 

‘Green Heart’ of Johannesburg.  Next door is Melville, a unique, trendy suburb and across on 

the ridge is Parktown with its significant historical and heritage aspects.  A metropolitan area 

must have a fabric of richness and diversity and opportunity.  Our worry is that the current 

SDF and the Nodal Review Policy, in particular the generic General Urban Zone, will not 

support this.   

 

We thank you for the opportunity to make this input and we would like to conclude by 

saying that we are open to further engagements and discussion on the content of this 

submission. 

 

 

Emmarentia Residents’ Assocation email:  info@era.org.za 

ERA Chairperson email: 

Author email:  ga24@mweb.co.za 

Author cell number: +27 82 459 5266 
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